
 

 

 

Rugged Cross Stables Winter Riding Lesson Policy 

 

Here at Rugged Cross Stables, we are blessed with two barns, 36 stalls, and both an indoor and outdoor 

arena. We are thankful for what we have and for the program that we are able to operate from our facility.  

With that being said, we don’t have a heated or insulated riding arena.  Being in South Dakota, this can lead 

to some very cold rides.  As a result, for the safety of both the horses and riders, we do have some restrictions 

regarding winter weather riding. 

• Lessons are cancelled when temperatures are predicted to be below 20 degrees at the scheduled 

lesson time 24 hours prior to the lesson. When it is too cold, our students (especially the majority of 

which that are children) do not focus well or have fun, and often they want to stop riding early 

because they are freezing. This means they don’t get their money’s worth. 

• If temps are above 20 but there is severe wind chill, heavy snow, or extremely inclement weather 

lessons may be canceled. 

• Lessons may also be cancelled if there are any severe weather advisories 

• Rugged Cross Stables follows suit of the Brandon Valley School District so if BVSD has a snow day or 

an early dismiss due to weather, lessons will be canceled 

• Ultimately, you know your child best—if you don’t think your child can last an entire riding lesson 

comfortably in the cold, please be realistic about that and don’t be afraid to chat with us about 

rescheduling or canceling!  We are very understanding and just want everyone to be safe and have 

fun. 

• Leasers are still welcome at the barn to ride throughout the winter regardless of temperature, but we 

ask that they are mindful of their horse’s wellbeing and do not put them through a strenuous workout 

in sub-zero temperatures.  

• Be sure to dress appropriately and warm enough for the weather! 

• ALL NOTICES FOR CANCELLATIONS DUE TO WEATHER WILL BE MADE VIA FACEBOOK AND TEXT 

MESSAGE.  

If lessons are canceled, you will be notified as soon as possible.  We do have the right to cancel lessons at 

any time but try to give everyone at least a 12-hour notice. 

 

REMEMBER: Whether riding lessons or classes are canceled or not, our family is still out at the barn working 

either way. It’s miserable sometimes, but animals still need to be cared for and horses still need to be trained.  

We never cancel for our benefit-we are trying to keep our riders and our horses as safe and comfortable as 

possible. 


